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Executive summary 

 

UK is emerging people to exploit their interest in newly and well organized places like museums 

in that region. Imperial war museum is one of the most visiting places currently stepping for 

illustrating programs for mitigating with key challenges. The management of IWM is including 

precise consequences for under taking that raises values and attraction towards this 

destination. This study is for exploring approaches for engaging visitors by deriving museum 

towards sustenance. The aim of study is to reach explores for contribution this destination is 

attributing on UK museums.   
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Introduction 

The IWM (Imperial War Museum) is reforming modes of tourism and destinations by increasing 

their potentials to enhance management for visitors. Tourism ratio is increasing incredibly due 

to improvements in innovation and service criteria of travel and tour industries. Tourism is 

gaining significance from search engines by implementing it on intermediaries and visitors 

management system. This report is based on feedbacks concerning to IWM place which is 

becoming known due to multigenerational and workforce that captures interest of visitors. The 

aim of this report is to develop reflections and some changes regarding issues in visitor’s 

attraction by IWM management (Barrona, Fyallb, Leaska, 2013).The IWM system is operating 

sensibly by holding connections with global trends in tour system. The museum is illustrating 

aspects for future sustainability by consuming practices for next decade. Contradicting aspect 

of this management is approaches they are emerging for retaining benefits by empowerment in 

tourism industry for relating them with potential strategic management of IWM. The 

management of IWM is emerging approaches and unique sources for enhancing attraction of 

this place for visitors. IWM management is also evaluating alternatives for intend to outlook 

potential for improve consecutives of management (Merritt, 2011). Tourism is progressing 

attributable to its intermediaries and channels by which serve people by specification of 

requirements.  
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Significance of IWM in UK tourism system 

 Imperial war museum is playing a fundamental role in the tourism system by various aspects 

which can illustrate from its growth in tour and travel modes which are due to their integrity in 

managing allowance and proficient services. The system allocates pioneering accessibilities and 

interaction with visitors of such area (Moira et al, 2004). The significance of this place is 

increasing due to transformation in dealing with adversary state of affair and incorporating for 

reserving more possibilities to engage people and attaining their interests. 

Issues and challenges  

The management is making efforts for evolution on cronies to underpin historical research on 

war and economic acknowledgements. Museum is endeavouring attempts for evolving 

generational fields to work on concepts for seeking portrays that engages visitors. The research 

on such destination in UK explores dynamic enforcements they have made in past and continue 

to meet provision of framework of exhibit to consume reshaping of forces (Barrona, Fyallb, 

Leaska, 2013). Regardless of referring to responses they are also have issues to include studies 

of social changes and general persona for classification of generic generational and concerns of 

visitors. Some other issues and challenges are related to market segmentation, issues of cronies 

and generational consuming aspects, location and display of determining consequences.  

Broad impact on visitor attraction sector  

The IWM is working tremendously for tourism and visitor attraction sector by owing to 

ownership reliability and concerning to effective way forwards propose by interacting with 
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destination and management of organization in London. The museum is enhancing activates 

tourism is serving both public and private sectors and educational resources by broad views on 

learning about natural history by describing transforming contributes. This impact is regarding 

fundamental aspects such as learning on passion, economic acknowledgment. This is because 

of emerging approaches for initiating to concepts of uniqueness in infrastructure and landscape 

by modernity that emphasis significance of tourism rate. In addition the management is 

appraises relevancy to modernization and improvement in system of tour and travelling. 

Various facts have been launched that attributes on their increasing attractiveness by 

implicating advancement in service and facilitating visitors (Moira et al, 2004). They are 

exploring ways for reaching future progression by critical thinking by discovery of provoking 

educational resources. It also includes concerns on passion, history, learning on war, skills and 

training to pursue practices (Barrona, Fyallb, Leaska, 2013). These elements can be considered 

as essential tool that promotes and praises system of tourism by moderating techniques and 

approaches.  

Competitive advantage strategies  

The management of the museum is retaining proceeds by competitive advantages strategies 

that regard to organizational factors that establishment offer to visitors that increase their 

consideration towards mainstream services. IWM is occupies attractive historical features for 

better operating of strategies preferable to understand interest of visitors by entertaining them 

with various offerings (Whitfield, 2009). Novelty and attraction is also incorporates to keep well 

organized system by locating current perspectives for attractive environment. Moreover IWM 
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also contributes tourism in UK by retaining assessment by strategy of personnel for recreating 

experience and increase impact of this place. All these strategies highlight their values in front 

of audiences. Management of IWM also involves current trends that can augment scope of 

educational and entertainment factors concerning to the museum (Moira et al, 2004). By 

eliminating factors of discerns for visitors will certainly be additional factor for increasing scope 

of spending leisure at such location. IWM plays an effective role in transforming ways of 

accommodation and historical information. 

Traditional view for constitutes and competition  

This is another key strategy of this destiny for involving traditional views for constitutes and 

competitive mode in tourism. The management is seeking more approaches for future 

sustenance by viewing to distinct ways to capture the attention of visitors. They also tends to 

competing advancements by offering different themes that engages visitors for fulfilling their 

primary concern and that is to attain for visitor attractions. They aimed to augment business of 

tourism for development and integration (Swarbrooke, 2001). Tourist industry is growing 

rapidly by these existing effects of destinations that increase reliability in business by serving to 

every sector. IWM is promoting way forwards for increasing contributions to industry by which 

they are successfully dealing with competitive recognition of advancements. Traditional aspects 

are always attractive for individuals as they possess immense worth and IWM is competing with 

involvement of this strategy to capture attraction of visitors.  
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Modern heritage experience of museum 

Competitive aspects of this museum also involve aspect of modern heritage experience that is 

gained by visitors for impact on future generic progress. These important elements in tour 

industry engage system in recreation of abilities for management of IWM. It has been explored 

that this museum is making improvement concerning to reservation by transforming significant 

advancements. The complexity is also stride by perception of destination through its constant 

evolution (Barrett et al, 2011). It promotes working by web based platform comparatively for 

distribution channels. They also possesses immense benefits by satisfying amends in tourism 

system by which they are succeeding in representing effective functioning in tour and travel 

industry. It encourages them to impose some unique transformation concerning internal and 

external modes of coordinating with tourist. Tourism industry is getting potential assistance 

and advantages by accessing innovation on destination and attraction which is advantageous 

for reaching optimum focus on distinct sectors. 

 

Coordinated promotion and team work  

The IWM is involving modes for attraction by implement on system of tourism which attributes 

on their coordinated promotion and teamwork of workers by cohesion with advance marketing 

plans. It ensures commerce evolution by connecting these components together on a platform.  

Nevertheless the system also gets capability for accomplishing higher standards of coordination 

with strategic goal of destination and attraction (Barrona, Fyallb, Leaska, 2013). By 
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implementing essential extents of communication management of tourism system achieves 

concise evaluation in consequences. It also portrays valuable analyzing of benefits that can 

attain by both contribution of destination and attraction (Whitfield, 2009). These components 

are concern with aims for involving inventive business models for identify better mode of 

configuration. Taking examples of many sectors that develops economical activates by 

generating contribution of destination and attraction as they provides predominant 

improvements and benefits.  

 

Special attractions concerning to designing  

They also enhance visibility of both small and medium sized tourism enterprises by extends and 

approaching to global initiatives and concerning to innovative designing (Whitfield, 2009). IWM 

is increasing integrity of system by involving collaboration with intermediaries and other 

consequences. This is another aspect as they allow high advancement for system for retain 

adequate revenues. Moreover considering their role evolve effectiveness of destination and 

attraction working as promotional marketing tool in distinguishing enterprises and business 

corporations (Swarbrooke, 2001). They are also facilitating the tourism system by potential 

functions and reshaping. 
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Directing access to reach global market 

The management of IWM also upholds directing the tourism system towards progression by 

accessing contracting with various entities which is to get connectivity with global market. By 

contributing to this direct access the system is increasing reliability concerning to demand of 

transformation in trends of tour industry (Barrett et al, 2011). The museum is increasing 

expansion and advancement as destination and attraction promotes them to augment on 

flexibility and autonomous plans which is to aiming towards incredible experience of tourism. It 

conveys approaches for dynamic provision of services. Strategy allows system to make amends 

in distinct areas for visitors. 

 

Integration in management  

By implementations of strategies for making betterment in destination and attraction modes 

tourism system is also achieving integration in their management. Leadership is the most 

valuable part of company and these modes control enhancement in services for comprehensive 

development. These modes encourage them to evaluate aggregation by context and relevance 

to provisions by destinations. It also comprehends to reinforce relations with people by exploits 

of demands. Moreover attraction for this place intends to stimulate their resources as they 

process major tools that can support adapting of various segments for tourist. These two 

components also influence that creates subsequent consequences that are certainly beneficial 
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for development of tourism (Moira et al, 2004). The management of IWM play effectual role in 

comprising trips and travel that creates augment in growth of travel companies. This attributes 

on optimizing on competitive reaching by recognizing issues in related establishments.  

Sources attraction competitiveness of IWM 

The evaluation of sources concerning to attraction competitiveness can be illustrate by the 

study of environmental competitiveness for IWM that are increasing due to proper 

management of quality services and its impacts. Both elements are connected with each other 

by cost savings, management of environment amends, appreciating visitors and potential 

competitiveness (Barrett et al, 2011). These facts can be consider as viewpoint of people that 

visits that places of attraction and influenced by their concise management that desires to 

satisfy visitors by keeping control on these consequences of destination.  

 

Cost leadership 

 

The cost leadership is an effective way for achieving interest of people by facilitating them with 

reduce rate of cost (Merritt, 2011). This mode also possess facilities such as scale of servings, 

cost reduction, control of cost is certainly the major component for management of tour and 

travel entity. By involving this source they can retain wide range of servings.  
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Limits to Change and Adapting  

By changing and adapting for limiting chances of getting challenges in market can also be 

source for success in destination and keeping control on competitive performance of company 

for attracting sufficient customers by adequate offering of services. It comprises sources 

regarding to better implementing on strategies that attributes on committing on changes for 

pursue competitive advantage which is beneficial for higher attractiveness of IWM (Barrona, 

Fyallb, Leaska, 2013).  These sources are based on making of decision to travel by exploring 

facts such as their ways and attitudes that are intended for high quality and rapid growth in 

industry. The impact of these sources is entirely based on successive objectives for potential 

performance in destination and tourism. Sources are major component that motivates to them 

to be focus on innovative ideas for improving their management on destination.  

 

Transformation of Destination Networks 

The transformation of destination networks is another source that is evaluating progress of 

destination sourcing and attracting competence. They are also retaining enough profits and 

advantages for appraising standards of high quality services. It also compliments profitability by 

provision of distinct allowance. This is precise strategy to identify particular serving ideas and 

ways that pursue unique aspects (Swarbrooke, 2001). It is another source for featuring special 

services by perspectives of competitiveness. For achieving adequate profits these sources can 

be beneficially utilizes for premium profitability of destination. This will also focuses on market 
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trends to be engage in transformation which is to aim towards retaining of potential outcomes 

concerning to these initiatives. IWM is entirely dependent on productivity and major measures 

of tourism. This regards to betterment in using tools that are important. Another source would 

be constraint based for reaching approaches for potential market segmentation.  

Conclusion 

This study can be concluded as IWM can work on these strategies for retaining more modes for 

appeal and attract customers. Management possess complexity concerning to tourism but to 

reduce consequences management should experience some changes in providing better 

services to their visitors. This is also significance as global competence is increasing rapidly so 

management should mitigate effectively with challenges in tourism industry. Alteration in ways 

of attracting tourist are also includes by this system for accessing better and potential 

performance. The study analysis adequate strategies for keeping high range of marketing and 

management instruments for achieving more visitor attractions. Innovation in marketing can be 

helpful for high market competitiveness also for progressing towards future profitability and 

sustainability by collaborating with these resources and techniques of managing these modes 

of destination and attraction. For this the management also should increases training programs 

for competing with requirements of their customers. This study has aim to emphasis 

importance of management and resources for performing effectively by including aspects of 

tourism and attraction.  
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